
EMS BUSINESS PLANS

Plan Highlights. The purpose of the EMS Business Plan is to help guide the organization toward defining its vision and
goals, and concrete steps need to work.

We are here for you to help you succed, with many years of experience from all over the world,
comprehensive know-how, tips and tricks of the industry, ROI calculations, marketing plan studies and
examples and the knowledge base of the EMS Trainer Institute, we are striving to provide you with all the
information you might need to run your business smoothly and to maximize your device and human resource
utilization. Another option is to partner up with a franchise, in which case you already have a concept, a brand
and a team to back you up. Client recommendation rate is extremely high in the EMS sector, meaning clients
are happy with the results they can achieve, so the demand is existing and can be boosted easily. Being part of
a dynamically growing market ensures long-term recognition and commercial success. Join the XBody family
and apply for rights to distribute XBody products in your country. One of the important things is if you want
to grow at a rapid speed is to keep your operational costs low, allowing you to have the margins necessary for
further investments. The ideal model for anyone from the smallest starting studios to the largest EMS
franchises, the Microstudio model is your easiest and safest way to success. Are you planning to leave your
current job to focus on the EMS project or do you intend to do both in parallel? Behind the scenes, an increase
of the target for participation in the Pay-for-performance programme will help EMS operators improve their
international express service. Build your own franchise Join the dozens of successful EMS franchises based on
the worldwide proven Microstudio model. Plan evacuation routes and meetup points for coordinating
emergency response efforts after a disaster or event. This means that EMS training can be perfectly integrated
into existing premises as an individual and high-quality service. The EMS market is growing dynamically and
developing different characteristics â€” from mobile personal trainers and additional offers in existing
facilities, to pure EMS studios and shop-in-shop models. High value creation with low investment â€” an
efficient business model for start-ups and existing companies. The EMS microstudio business model is a
proven and very popular concept all over the world, known for its low investment requirements and its
massive potential for quick return on investment with low risk factor. Resources for EMS:. Clear
specialisation in conjunction with manageable investment costs and low space requirements makes the EMS
studio particularly interesting for those establishing their own companies. EMS coordinates not only the
evacuation of a patient from wherever they were injured, but organizes communication and necessary action
between or among different agencies or departments and facilities such as police departments, fire
departments, ambulance services, hospitals and specialized care facilities. While the federal government
regulates and sets nationwide EMS standards and policies, EMS responsibilities are handled by state and local
agencies. You can start with a lower financial investment now and add more resources to your business at your
own pace. The sessions are short, trendy and extremely intense! One you can grow and improve with setting
your own pace? Make a business plan Obtain clarity with it about your future achievements, from the start-up
point to the must-have growth. If you have chosen Actiwave as your first EMS tool, the options for training
more clients at the same time with the same device can be added gradually, according to your needs and
possibilities. What is EMS? Emergency Medical Services , or EMS, are services designed to stabilize injured
people and transport them to the right facilities based on their specific types of injuries, as safely and as fast as
possible. Depending on the complexity of your project, we recommend a minimum of 30 square meters.
Whether training at home or in the workplace. As a service concept, EMS training is therefore not dependent
on a large infrastructure and exclusive premises. Do you have the funds or will you need to make a bank loan?
Start it small, make it great. Contact leaders of local agencies to discuss anything that might present them with
difficult or unexpected circumstances. Is there anybody offering similar services right now? Grow in a safe
way Start small and grow gradually, at your own desired pace. Agencies throughout Boston were already fully
staffed and standing by for extra event-related emergencies, so when the bombings happened the EMS system
was coordinating transportation and care for victims almost immediately. EMS response to the Boston
Marathon bombings is a case in point.


